CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR GRADUATE STUDENT AWARD FINALISTS

The MRS Graduate Student Awards are intended to honor and encourage graduate students whose academic achievements and current materials research display a high level of excellence and distinction. In addition to the MRS Graduate Student Gold and Silver Awards, the Arthur Nowick Graduate Student Award, which honors the late Dr. Arthur Nowick and his lifelong commitment to teaching and mentoring students in materials science, will be presented to a GSA finalist who shows particular promise as a future teacher and mentor.

Souvik Biswas
California Institute of Technology

Koustav Chatterjee
Indiana University

Terry Ching*
Singapore University of Technology and Design

Jakob Dahl*
University of California, Berkeley

Berit Goode*
Dartmouth University

Sean R. Kavanagh
University College London & Imperial College London

Jack Lewis
Georgia Institute of Technology

Robert Oliver
University of Oxford

Abhinav Parakh
Stanford University

Jimmie Park
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Jessie Posar
University of Wollongong

Katherine Mizrahi Rodriguez*
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Max Saccone*
California Institute of Technology

Siew Ting Melissa Tan*
Stanford University

Yu-Ming Tu*
The University of Texas at Austin

Shiekh Zia Uddin
University of California, Berkeley

Lauren Walters*
Northwestern University

Rebekah Wells
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

Wenjie Zhou
Northwestern University

* Nowick contenders